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Tree-in-bud Pattern in ALK-positive Lung Adenocarcinoma
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A 62-year-old woman presented with a 3-month history

of cough and hemoptysis. Computed tomography (CT) re-

vealed nodular shadows with centrilobular distribution in the

left lung (Picture A). Three sputum smears for acid-fast ba-

cillus were negative. Based on the results of a transbronchial

biopsy, she was diagnosed with stage IVA lung lepidic ade-

nocarcinoma harboring ALK translocation. At this point, CT

showed progressive shadows (Picture B; 1 month after the

first CT scan), and alectinib was immediately initiated.

Acid-fast bacillus culture of bronchoscopic biopsy tissue

was negative. One month later, marked remission was ob-

served (Picture C), providing definitive evidence to exclude

mycobacterial infection. The tree-in-bud pattern occurs com-

monly in patients with mycobacterial infection (1). Central

lung cancer is reportedly another common cause of the tree-

in-bud pattern (2). Nevertheless, when encountering a tree-

in-bud pattern, physicians tend to be anxious about the pos-

sibility of tuberculosis; even when mycobacterial tests are

negative, the absence of evidence is not evidence of ab-

sence. In the present case, we managed to exclude tubercu-

losis early based on the efficacy of potent mutation-driven

therapy.
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